GENERAL NOTES

1. All materials and construction shall be in accordance with Item 538, "Right of Way Markers."

2. Right-of-Way marker concrete shall be poured in place. The bronze disk shall be set to the correct line and grade, as directed by the Engineer.

3. The bronze disk shall be of architectural bronze with the following composition: Copper 85%, Tin 5%, Lead 5%, Zinc 5%. Excavation of the marker locations shall be made of uniform lines except for the top 12 inches which shall be formed with renewable ones. The top part of the marker around the bronze disk shall receive a rough finish.

4. Once the concrete has set, the Engineer will stake all the required survey dots and, with a chisel or center punch, punch across marker the exact location of the Right-of-Way line on the bronze disk.

SECTION THRU TOP OF ROW MARKER

Note: Measurement of grooves on face of disk may vary slightly, top surface may be arched.

All raised surfaces, including letters to be smooth finish (finely ground)

TOP VIEW OF ROW MARKER
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